Abstract. In this paper, we show that any cubically hyponormal weighted shift with first two equal weights is flat. And we give an example of a weighted shift which is not cubically hyponormal but almost-cubically hyponormal.
Introduction and preliminaries
Let H be a separable, infinite dimensional, complex Hilbert space and let L(H) denote the algebra of all bounded linear operators on H. An operator T is polynomially hyponormal if p(T ) is hyponormal for all (complex) polynomials p (cf. [6] ). And an operator T in L(H) is weakly n-hyponormal if p(T ) is hyponormal for any polynomial p with degree n or less (cf. [8] ). In particular, the weak 2-hyponormality (or weak 3-hyponormality) referred to as quadratic hyponormality (or cubic hyponormality, resp.) has been considered in detail in [4] , [5] and [8] . It is well known that "subnormal ⇒ polynomially hyponormal ⇒ · · · ⇒ weakly 3-hyponormal ⇒ weakly 2-hyponormal ⇒ hyponormal". However, one does not know about converse implications for n ≥ 3 yet; see [2] , [5] , [8] for weak 2-and weak 3-hyponormalities.
A unilateral weighted shift is often used to study the bridges between subnormality and hyponormality. In [9] Stampfli proved that every subnormal weighted shift W α with any two equal weights has flatness, i.e., if α k = α k+1 for some k ∈ N 0 = N∪{0}, then α 1 = α 2 = · · · . In [2] , R. Curto proved that the 2-hyponormal weighted shift W α with any two equal weights has flatness. Also he obtained a weighted shift W α with first two equal weights without being flat. Moreover, he raised a question: describe all quadratically hyponormal weighted shifts with first two equal weights, which was studied as several kinds of detections. In [1] , Y. Choi proved that every polynomially hyponormal weighted shift W α with any two equal weights has flatness. In particular, he showed that if W α is a weighted shift with first two equal weights and W α + sW n α is hyponormal for all s ∈ C and all n ∈ N, then W α is flat. In this paper, we show that any cubically hyponormal weighted shift W α with first two equal weights is flat (see Theorem 3.3 below). Also, we give an example of a weighted shift which is not cubically hyponormal but almost-cubically hyponormal (see Definition 2.1 below).
Some of the calculations in Section 3 were obtained through computer experiments using the software tool Mathematica [10] . , is defined by W α e i = α i e i+1 for all i ∈ N 0 . Recall that a weighted shift W α is cubically hyponormal if 
Constructions of formulas
Then it is obvious that W α is cubically hyponormal if and only if the pentadiagonal matrix D n (a, b) ≥ 0 for any a, b ∈ C and any n ∈ N. (iii) A weighted shift W α is almost-cubically hyponormal if it is semi-cubically hyponormal with types I and II.
We first construct formulas on type I (see [7] ). Let n be a fixed positive integer. For s ∈ C, we let
m (s) ≥ 0 for all s ∈ C, we usually use the Nested Determinant Test ( [3] ). Now we consider d
By changing the standard basis of C n+1 , we have the following lemma. 
Therefore, we have that
Moreover, a weighted shift W α is semi-weakly n-hyponormal if and only if D
[n]
. As a special example of Lemma 2.2, we consider here the case of n = 3. This case is j = 0 or 1 obviously. Lemma 2.2 implies that the matrix D 
k,1 (0, 1), if the following two matrices
. . .
are all positive, then W α is semi-cubically hyponormal with type I.
We construct formulas on type II. For s ∈ C, we have
where
and
and σ n is actually a polynomial in t := |s| 2 of degree n + 1, with Maclaurin's
Main results
It is well known that if a weighted shift W α is quadratically hyponormal with first two equal weights, it is not necessarily flat ( [2] ). For example, if α : 
First, we give the following lemma. Lemma 3.2. Let f (x) = a 0 x 3 + a 1 x 2 + a 2 x + a 3 be any cubic real polynomial. Then f (x) ≥ 0 for all x ≥ 0 if and only if it holds one of the following cases:
≥ 0 for all x ≥ 0, which implies that f (x) ≥ 0 for all x ≥ 0. This is the case of (2).
If a 0 > 0, a 3 ≥ 0 and a 1 > 0, a 2 ≥ 0, then it is the case of (1). Now we suppose that a be the largest root of the equation f ′ (x) = 0. We consider two cases of x 2 < 0 and x 2 ≥ 0. For the case of x 2 < 0, it follows from a 0 > 0 that f ′ (x) ≥ 0 for all x ≥ 0. Using the condition a 3 ≥ 0, we have f (x) ≥ 0 (x ≥ 0). If x 2 ≥ 0, i.e., a 2 < 0 or a 1 ≤ 0, a 2 ≥ 0, which is the case (3) or (4) resp., then from Fermat's theorem, f (x 2 ) is the local minimum of f (x) for x ≥ 0. From simple computation, we have f (x 2 ) = 1 27
Hence f (x 2 ) ≥ 0 is equivalent to 27a The following result shows that the cubically hyponormal weighted shift with first two equal weights has flatness. Hence, the nonsubnormal but cubically hyponormal weighted shift operator should have strictly increasing weights. Proof. Assume that {α n } ∞ n=0 is nondecreasing, and without loss of generality, let α 0 = α 1 = 1. We claim that α 2 = 1.
Suppose that α 2 > 1. Since W α is cubically hyponormal, we must have
Proposition 3.7 can be proved by some computations as following steps.
Lemma 3.8. ξ n+1 η n = δ n for n ≥ 4.
Proof. From simple computations, we can have 
